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With the rise of the internet, researchers have begun to examine how this new 
medium is used and how it changes our lives.  There has been particular interest (as well 
as concern), both in academic circles and in popular culture and media, in the linguistic 
forms found online, such as emoticons and specialized abbreviations (e.g. 'LOL' for 
'laughing out loud').  However, while there are many studies to be found on emoticons, 
these well-known forms are only a very small subset of the wide variety of specialized 
forms found online, and studies examining other types of online forms are few and far 
between.  Many of these forms, like emoticons, can convey facial expressions, but they 
can also communicate sounds and other actions, forms of expression that, in face-to-face 
interactions, are usually the domain of studies in nonverbal communication.  Because of 
the correlation between these two areas, I suggest that the vast store of literature on 
  vi 
traditional nonverbal communication can help us to understand online correlates of 
nonverbal behavior by providing a starting point for future studies into the intricacies of 
online forms. 
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1. Introduction 
 Over the past twenty years or so, the internet has become increasingly entrenched 
in the lives of millions of people across the globe.  As with any new advance in 
technology, the spread of the internet has been closely followed by academic interest in 
how these new developments fit into and change our lives.  Of particular note are studies 
into the linguistic facets of the internet, experiments and papers that investigate how 
communication is achieved in an environment that is largely text-based and lacking in 
most visual and auditory cues.  Studies of many different kinds of online communities, 
from online text-based games to chatrooms, have proliferated, and there is even a journal 
dedicated to the field, the Journal of Computer-Mediated Communication.
1
 
 Sociolinguistic studies of online communication come in a variety of forms.  
Some focus on identity and how it is communicated online, such as through the selection 
of screennames (Bechar-Israeli, 1995), while others examine communities online and 
how some online spaces could be considered equivalent to bars or other after-work places 
for socialization (Steinkuehler and Williams, 2006).  Text-based online games, known as 
MUDs, MUSHes, or MOOs
2
, have also provided a rich hunting ground for interesting 
social questions, though these games are less prevalent today than they were ten years 
ago (some of the research done on these games, however, is extremely interesting, 
including Utz’s 2000 paper examining correlations between friendships formed through 
MUDs and a user’s attitude towards the MUD and Jacobson’s 1999 examination of 
                                                
1
Issues of this journal can be found at: http://www.blackwell-synergy.com/loi/jcmc?cookieSet=1 
2
 These “acronyms” are not always based on one single phrase.  MUD can stand for Multi-User Dimension 
or Dungeon, among others, and MUSH can be Multi-User Shared Hallucination or Habitat.  MOO usually 
stands for MUD Object Oriented. 
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impressions formed through online gaming and how those impressions differ from the 
reality when people who only know each other online finally meet face-to-face).  Other 
studies examine friendships by looking at instant messaging (Hu et al, 2004), and there 
are entire books devoted to online play (e.g. Danet, 2001). 
 All of these studies have something in common: they all examine text online, 
whether it be static posts to a message board or more dynamic utterances in a chatroom.  
However, most of these studies shy away from an in-depth analysis of the language itself.  
Though some studies look at emoticons or abbreviations as being iconic of internet 
language, few go so far as to catalog these and the myriad other forms that are specific to 
online conversation, and studies examining how these forms are used to create and 
maintain relationships are even more rare.  
 This paper seeks to shed light on a few areas of computer-mediated 
communication research that have been in some ways neglected, namely those marking 
systems that are used to denote action, facial expression, and nonverbal sounds when a 
person is conversing online.  These particular forms could be closely related to nonverbal 
behavior as it has been traditionally defined, so much of this paper will be devoted to 
showing how these online forms, which I will call online action cues for now, could 
correlate with face-to-face nonverbal cues.  These online cues are particularly interesting 
to study because they are prevalent in online social interaction, they can be interesting 
linguistically, and because of this potential to be compared with nonverbal behavior in 
face-to-face interaction.   
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I will begin this paper by describing the online forms in question, then moving on 
to literature in nonverbal behavior and online cues, before finishing with a look at what 
kinds of studies might help fill the gaps in the current literature. 
 
1.1  Forms of interest 
 As mentioned above, online action cues are particularly interesting for three main 
reasons: they are prevalent online, they can be linguistically interesting, and they can be 
compared to face-to-face nonverbal behavior.  To address these points in turn, online 
action cues can be found regularly in e-mail messages, on message boards, in chatrooms, 
and in instant message conversations, and in some cases have spread to offline contexts, 
such as advertisements.  Linguistically, some of the systems used to mark these cues can 
be interesting, such as when a verb is used in the third person singular (or a noun is used 
in plural; which form is underlying has not been examined) to mark a verbal cue (i.e. 
‘::snickers::’
3
 used to denote snickering), and these forms all seem to have some possible 
correlation to a face-to-face nonverbal behavior of some kind, but only a few, namely the 
use of differing typefaces, have a basis in printed text (such as the use of italics, capital 
letters, or boldfaced type for emphasis, all of which can be found in use in popular fiction 
and other print media). 
 The forms that are the focus of this report are those that could be considered to 
have some relationship to face-to-face nonverbal behavior.  I have divided these forms up 
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 In this report, online forms will be marked by single quotes.  Everything within the quotes is part of the 
online form, including any markings such as colons or parentheses. 
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according to the way in which they are realized in CMC contexts, giving the following 
groups
4
: 
• Traditional text devices 
 As mentioned earlier, these include the use of all capitals, boldface, italics, 
underlining, and other font changes to convey emphasis, stress, or shouting.  In this 
category I also include ellipses, used to convey a pause or trailing off of speech, hyphens, 
and other forms of punctuation, including exclamation points.   
• Onomatopoeic words 
 Like the above group, these forms may be rooted in other forms of literature, but 
still convey vocal cues in text online.  Forms include ‘meh’, ‘eh’, and ‘heh’ as well as 
‘hee hee’, ‘pbbbt’, ‘shhhh’, ‘muahahahaha’, and ‘grrrr’. 
• Internet Abbreviations (or Online Abbreviations) 
 These forms include ‘LOL’ (laughing out loud), ‘ROFL’ (rolling on floor 
laughing), and ‘LMAO’ (laughing my ass off).  Many of these abbreviations (such as 
‘IMHO’, or “in my humble opinion”) are less clearly connected with nonverbal 
communication, and so are not of interest here; only those abbreviations that describe an 
action are considered for now. 
• Emoticons 
 Also called smilies, these are some of the more extensively studied online forms.  
How, exactly, they are used and what messages they convey is still being debated, but it 
is likely that there is some correlation to facial expression, even if there is not a direct 
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link between how facial expressions are used in face-to-face interaction and how text 
versions of those facial expressions are used online.  Some of the most well-known 
emoticons are ‘:)’ , ‘:(‘ , and ‘:P’
5
, however there are many other specialized emoticons 
and other types of systems that are used in smaller communities.  For example, some 
emoticon systems focus on the eyes rather than the whole face, resulting in emoticons 
such as ‘o.0’ (one raised eyebrow), ‘-.-’ (narrowed eyes, or a glare), and ‘b.b d.d’ 
(shifting gaze). 
• Specially-marked cues 
 This last group is the most varied and the most versatile of the types of forms 
being considered here.  These forms are used online to mark action of some kind, though 
the type of action could be anything, from snickering to grinning to hitting one’s shin on 
a coffee table.  Systems for marking these forms can vary from online community to 
online community, but some of the most prevalent are: 
 a) Asterisks: e.g. ‘*grins*’, ‘*snickers*’, and ‘*hugs TV*’ 
 b) Double Colons: e.g. ‘::shrugs::’, ‘::growls::’, and ‘::fries X with a quick gout of 
flame::’ 
 c) Bare: e.g. ‘grin’, ‘snort’, and ‘poke’ 
Another system that can be found is the /me, in which the action to be conveyed is 
preceded by /me (e.g. ‘/me grins’ or ‘/me skips merrily around the room’).  This does not 
currently seem to be common online, but likely hearkens back to online gaming, where 
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 An explanation of the meanings of these emoticons might be in order, however, as found by Walther and 
D’Addario (2001), emoticons do not seem to have simple definitions, being used more to modify other 
statements.  However, these emoticons might be said to roughly correspond to a smiling face, a frowning 
face, and face with its tongue stuck out, respectively. 
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/me is the way to signal to the program that your character is to perform some action.  In 
this context, /me grins would show up on the screen as ‘X grins’, where X is the 
screenname of the speaker.  The tendency for other systems to appear in third singular 
form might be related to this form, though that is currently speculation.   
It is not yet clear if there is any difference in meaning between the different types 
of specially marked cues.  In a small, informal study I conducted in fall of 2005, I asked a 
group of IM users for their opinions of what these different forms meant (for example, 
what ‘grin’, ‘grins’, ‘/me grins’, ‘::grins::’, ‘::grin::’, ‘*grins*’, and ‘*grin*’ meant), and 
found that though some users had a very clear idea of how each form differed in meaning 
from every other form, some users saw every variation as equivalent.  In addition, none 
of the users who had a clear grasp of different meanings among the forms agreed with 
each other.  The only meaning that was generally agreed upon was that all of these forms 
denote action (e.g. typing ‘::grins::’ means the person typing is grinning).   
 
1.2  Goals of paper 
The intent of this paper is to demonstrate how previous studies and theories in the 
field of traditional face-to-face nonverbal behavior might be used as a starting point for 
understanding the use of these particular internet forms.  To that end, a brief survey of the 
nonverbal communication literature that seems most relevant to the forms already 
mentioned will be conduced, as well as a look into the current literature on these internet 
forms to see if some of the possible correlations between face-to-face nonverbal behavior 
and online action cues have already been examined.  By investigating which of the online 
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forms mentioned have and have not been studied this paper will also be able to suggest 
possible areas for future research. 
Even a cursory look at the examples of internet forms listed above begins to show 
how an approach based at least partially on traditional studies of nonverbal behavior 
might be useful.  Many of the forms are simply the names of facial expressions or vocal 
cues that are studied as nonverbal behavior, such as smiling or laughing.  Granted, it is 
possible (if not likely) that these cues are being used differently online when compared to 
their face-to-face enacted counterparts, though it is possible that online forms might be 
used in a similar way to the emblematic version of their counterpart (for example, 
‘::smiles::’ might be used online as a deliberate, conscious smile to demonstrate 
happiness or agreement in a face-to-face interaction, but not as it appears less 
consciously).  In addition, many of these internet forms simply have not been studied at 
all (or only in very few instances), and given their surface relation to nonverbal behavior, 
using theories of nonverbal behavior in examination of the online forms should provide a 
useful starting place for this neglected area. 
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2. Literature 
 Studies of nonverbal communication and the theories that have arisen from those 
studies encompass such wide-ranging subjects as the environment in which an interaction 
takes place (Sommer 1967, 1969, and 1974), the physical appearance of the people 
involved in the interaction (Berg, 2004), and the roots of nonverbal behavior (Ekman and 
Friesen, 1969), in addition to the gestures, tone of voice, and facial expressions of the 
interactants, those subjects commonly considered to be nonverbal communication.  
Though the studies of environment and physical characteristics of an interaction are 
extremely interesting and their application to computer-mediated communication could 
prove enlightening (consider, for example, how an interlocutor might converse online 
when in a public computer lab compared to how the same conversation might be 
conducted when the computer is in the subject’s bedroom), the portions of nonverbal 
communication that are more actively produced by the interlocutors are more of interest 
here.  Studies of body movement (including facial expression, gesture, posture, etc), 
sometimes called kinesics, and studies of vocal productions other than the words 
themselves (including pitch, loudness, silence, laughter, sighing, etc), sometimes called 
vocalics, are of particular interest to me because it is these types of nonverbal behavior 
that I have observed being extensively encoded into text in IM conversations online.   
I will begin by examining kinesics, looking at previous studies in the traditional 
literature on nonverbal communication and moving on to how these studies and the 
theories they have produced might apply to a computer-mediated context.  I will then 
move on to examine the literature in vocalics, finishing with a look at what I have called 
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“action cues,” another kind of message that is encoded in a manner similar to kinesics 
and vocalics online, but is not considered in traditional nonverbal communication 
literature. 
 
2.1  Kinesics 
 Burgoon et. al. 1989 lists kinesics as referring to “all forms of body movement, 
excluding physical contact with another’s body.” (36)  It is this definition that I will use 
here, so that kinesics includes facial expressions, eye behavior, gestures, and other body 
movements such as posture.
6
  This topic is of particular interest for a few reasons.  Firstly, 
when the phrase “body language” is mentioned, it generally refers to different types of 
kinesics, types of nonverbal communication that are known and accepted by many people 
both within and outside of academia.  Secondly, this type of nonverbal behavior is, in my 
experience, frequently encoded in conversations online using a variety of interesting 
marking systems.  Thirdly, there exists an impressive body of literature on a wide variety 
of topics within kinesics; this means that there is plenty of data and plenty of results to 
compare to studies of these behaviors in a computer-mediated environment.  Some types 
of kinesic cues that have been studied will not be considered here, as their relationship to 
online forms is either tenuous or unlikely (gestures, for example, do not appear with 
much frequency online, and physical touch can only be simulated in an action cue, it 
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 It should be noted that touching is not included under this definition, though it is, in itself, a potent form 
of nonverbal communication.  The study of virtual touching and how closely it corresponds or does not 
correspond to actual touching could prove to be extremely interesting, but will not be explored here. 
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cannot actually occur), leaving facial expression and eye behavior as the types of kinesics 
that will be the focus of this section. 
Facial behaviors can serve many purposes in face-to-face interaction.  They can 
be used to regulate the flow of conversation, as when a smile encourages a speaker to 
continue, they can qualify verbal messages, as when a smile tempers a negative statement, 
or they can replace the verbal message altogether (Knapp and Hall, 2006).  It is these last 
two uses that are of particular interest when comparing face-to-face nonverbal behavior 
with communication online, as preliminary studies have suggested that channel control 
(such as turn-taking) is accomplished using means that are not necessarily related to those 
used in face-to-face interaction.   
Facial expressions that have a predictable direct verbal translation can be called 
facial emblems (coined by Ekman and Friesen, 1975).  These facial expressions may not 
convey an emotion that the speaker is feeling as much as an expression the speaker is 
trying to talk about.  They may also translate more directly to a phrase rather than to an 
emotion, such as the disapproval expressed by sticking out one’s tongue (Smith et al, 
1974).  The link between facial expression and emotion and how often the two match is 
debated, but Ekman and Friesen (1969) suggested some display rules for facial 
expressions, including deintensification (a facial display that is a less strong version of 
the emotion being felt), overintensification (expression that is stronger than the emotion 
felt), masking (using a facial expression that is not the emotion being felt), and 
neutralization (trying to show no facial expression at all, despite strong emotions).   
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How spontaneous facial expressions are and how closely they match the emotion 
actually being felt has also been debated and studied.  Studies have shown that people 
will mimic another’s expressions, such as wincing when someone else has stubbed a toe, 
but these types of mimicking expressions are less likely when the person is alone 
(Bavelas et al., 1986; Chovil, 1991).  Another example of the effect of audience on facial 
expressions is Fernandez-Dolz and Ruiz-Belda’s 1995 study, which found that Olympic 
gold medal winners smiled the most when being watched, and Fridlund (1991) found 
college students doing something similar – showing more expression when a friend is in 
the room.  There are also, however, some studies (Buck, 1984, 1991; Wagner and Lee, 
1999) showing that the audience effect can actually be in the opposite direction, 
prompting fewer facial expressions, so this issue is far from decided.  The question of 
how and if speakers express emotion when their interlocutor cannot see their face, 
however, is obviously integrally linked to the use of cues that might substitute for 
emotion when conversing online.   
Another interesting facet of the study of facial expressions examines the 
expressions themselves and how understandable they are across individuals and cultures.  
Amazingly, studies have found that there are many expressions that actually are 
recognized cross-culturally.  Six emotions in particular (happiness, anger, disgust, 
sadness, surprise, and fear) have been shown to be recognized at high levels cross-
culturally (Ekman et. al, 1969; Ekman et al, 1987; Izard, 1971; Biehl et. al, 1997), even in 
remote areas that have not been exposed to Western media (Ekman and Friesen, 1971).  
This is not to say that facial expressions are not more easily recognized within a culture 
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(there is an “in-group” advantage, as shown in Russell, 1994 and Elfenbein and Ambady, 
2002, 2003), only that some expressions are reasonably consistent across the globe.  
Considering the possible universality of certain expressions of emotion, an interesting 
study might be to see how these “basic” cross-culturally recognized expressions translate 
into online forms, and how those forms that are most used and most recognized might 
correspond to these expressions. 
 Before moving on it might be prudent to mention studies of eye behavior.  This 
may not seem directly related to the topic at hand, as it is impossible to see an 
interlocutor’s eyes when conversing through text online, but some types of emoticons and 
action cues are used to specifically denote eye behavior, so I am including quick glance at 
the literature on the subject.  There have been relatively few studies of judgments of 
emotion using eyes alone, but a few researchers have discovered intriguing trends.  
Ekman et al (1971) found that the eyes were more helpful than the rest of the face for 
expressing some emotions (such as fear), but not for others (such as disgust), but Baron-
Cohen et. al (1997) found that the whole face was more helpful in judging emotions than 
the eyes alone.   
 The studies and topics described here are by no means a comprehensive survey of 
the literature concerning kinesic behavior -- topics that do not relate to computer-
mediated contexts (for example, proposed systems for precisely characterizing facial 
expressions are useless in computer-mediated contexts as no facial expressions actually 
exist, and studies of composite faces displaying characteristics for multiple different 
emotions do not apply either) have been left out of this review. 
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 Out of the five different types of online forms that are considered here, two can 
correspond with traditional kinesic cues: emoticons and specially-marked cues.  The 
specially-marked cues, as mentioned above, can convey many different kinds of 
nonverbal behavior, including facial expression (e.g. ‘*grins*’ ) and gestures (e.g. 
‘::waves::’).  Meanwhile emoticons, one of the most-studied type of online form, likely 
correspond to facial expressions, though there may be some question as to how closely 
emoticons and face-to-face facial expressions match. 
A few studies have tried to relate online forms to possible correlates in nonverbal 
behavior.  One discussion of online forms actually mentions emoticons and abbreviations 
as the online correlates of “body language, facial expression and eye-contact,” but the 
discussion is quite brief and only scratches the surface (Stevenson, 2000).  On the other 
side of the spectrum, in 2000 Utz used the Social Information Processing approach 
proposed in Walther, 1992 to look at friendships in online games and how those 
relationships might relate to the use of online forms, but she did not look in-depth at what 
forms were used or how specific forms might relate to different kinds of nonverbal 
behavior.  What she did find was that those gamers who use action cues, emoticons, and 
other “paralanguage-features” provided by the game program are those who form 
friendships though the game.   
Other kinesic studies tend to focus solely on emoticons as particularly iconic (no 
pun intended) of online forms.  In 1997 Witmer and Katzman examined gender 
differences in the use of emoticons (which they called “graphical accents”) on online 
newsgroups and special interest groups, finding that females did tend to use more 
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emoticons than males, though they did not find a high frequency of use for either gender 
and their sample did not include many females (83.6 percent of the authors in their 
sample were male).  This study did not go into detail about what “graphical accents” they 
were counting, nor did they correlate these online forms with anything except gender.  
Another consideration of emoticons (and other online forms, particularly abbreviations) 
can be found in Krohn’s 2004 paper, in which the author examines the use of emoticons 
and some other online conventions in e-mail messages and suggests that the use of these 
forms in business communications online should be tailored to the generation of the 
addressee (for example, he suggests using fewer emoticons when addressing older 
people).  Again, there is in this study no in-depth study of the forms themselves and what 
they might actually mean or correspond to in face-to-face interaction. 
One study, however, does examine what emoticons might actually mean and how 
they might modify messages to which they are attached.  In Walther and D’Addario’s 
2001 study, 226 college students were asked to read an e-mail that included a value 
judgment about a movie or a course which was followed by an emoticon ( ‘:-)’, ‘:-(’, ‘;-)’, 
or no emoticon as a control) and decide if the author of the e-mail really did like (or 
dislike) the movie or course.  All possible conditions were tested (positive text with each 
of the four emoticon conditions and negative text with each of the four emoticon 
conditions), resulting in a very complex set of data which suggests that when the 
emoticon and the text evaluation agree (for example a positive evaluation with ‘:-)’ ), 
there is some enhancement of the emotion of the verbal message, but the situation overall 
is more complex, particularly when the emoticon and the verbal message do not agree.  
  15 
The authors conclude that “emoticons had few impacts on message interpretation as 
hypothesized, and when they did have an impact, they were not consistent across 
replications.” (341)  This study is more complete in that it tries to hunt down actual 
meanings and uses of emoticons, but it looks at a very small subset of emoticons (which 
are, themselves, a subset of the possible online forms examined in this report) and it does 
not do the corresponding face-to-face experiment, where a spoken message would be 
paired with different facial expressions to see what the overall interpretation is. 
A problem with all of these studies is a lack of comprehensiveness.  Many of 
them mention forms that they will examine but do not actually list all the forms that were 
found, and those studies that do list forms do not go into detail about how they are used 
or how they may correlate with face-to-face nonverbal behavior.   
 
2.2  Vocalics 
 Just as kinesics refers to nonverbal communication in the form of body 
movements, vocalics (or paralanguage, as this area is sometimes called) refers to vocal 
cues in spoken speech which are not the words themselves.  This includes characteristics 
of how something is said, such as loudness, pitch, and other acoustic properties of the 
voice itself, as well as sounds that are not precisely part of a language but may still carry 
meaning, such as sneezes, coughs, and sighs.  Pauses and silences are also included in 
this category. 
 The reasons for including vocalics in this review are similar to those for including 
kinesics: this area is well-studied, providing many examples of data and theories that can 
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be applied to computer-mediated communication, it is an area of study that is salient to 
people outside of academia, and, most importantly, in my own examination of instant 
message conversations I have found many examples of this type of nonverbal 
communication, encoded into words (usually) and marked using the same and similar 
systems to those used for many kinesic cues. 
 The human vocal tract can make a great number of sounds and produce enormous 
variation while still conforming to the sounds of a language.  These variations can be 
used to identify who is speaking to us with sometimes impressive accuracy (in van 
Lancker et al, 1985, for example, a speaker could identify a small group of colleagues to 
97% accuracy by listening to a single sentence), though this can vary widely, especially if 
the speaker does not wish to be identified and uses some kind of vocal disguise, such as 
imitating a different dialect (Reich et al, 1976).   
The way someone talks has also long been popularly associated with their 
personality, and studies show that there is some basis for this belief; in 1998 Lippa found 
that extraverted people tend to speak more loudly and more as well as tending to 
enunciate more clearly.  Though there is some literature on actual links between manner 
of speaking and personality, there are a great deal more studies on how listeners believe 
vocal characteristics and personality characteristics are linked.  Addington (1968), for 
example, found agreement between judges when asked to link nine different vocal 
characteristics (such as breathiness or nasality) to 40 different personality characteristics.   
Of more direct importance to this paper is the use of vocal cues to assess emotion, 
which, according to both early and recent studies, is perfectly possible and with good 
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accuracy, even across cultures (Davitz, 1964; Scherer et al, 2001; Juslin and Laukka, 
2003; Scherer, 2003).  An experiment conducted with standardized, “meaningless” 
content (the alphabet), demonstrated that speakers could convey (and listeners could 
perceive) ten different emotions to some accuracy (better than chance) by vocal cues 
alone (Davitz and Davitz, 1959), and studies have found that many different emotions are 
communicated even when speech is filtered so that it is unintelligible (see Knapp and 
Hall, 2006, for a more thorough discussion of this literature).   
 Some emotions seem to be easier to communicate and receive through vocal cues 
than others.  For example, anger, joy, and hate seem to be more easily recognized than 
shame, love, and pride (Banse and Scherer, 1996; Pittam and Scherer, 1993).  
Complicating matters is that there does not seem to be a one-to-one pairing of emotion to 
vocal cue, and different people may communicate the same emotion in wildly differing 
ways.   
Vocal cues can also be used to aid in persuasion of the listener and 
comprehension (see Knapp and Hall, 2006, for a discussion of studies in these areas), and 
they have long been studied with respect to turn taking in conversation.   
 A final area of vocalics is that dealing with pauses and silence – breaks in speech 
and the phonation (such as “um,” or “ah”) that sometimes fills them.  Filled pauses (a 
common term for “um,” “uh,” and the like) have been studied to find if they help or 
hinder mental processes, but results have been conflicting (Goldman-Eisler, 1961; Livant 
1963; Schachter et al, 1991; Schachter et al., 1994).  Others studies examine how these 
filled pauses are perceived by listeners (Christenfeld, 1995; Lalljee, 1971).  Silence has 
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also been studied, but there are many different roles it can fill, everything from the 
expression of emotions to the punctuation of an idea.  Many studies using conversation 
analysis have viewed silences and filled pauses as false starts, repairs, or other types of 
disfluencies (Fox Tree, 1995, for example), and Sacks et al 1974 outlined complex 
interactions between silences (gaps, lapses, and pauses) and a set of turn-taking rules.  
Also, though some of the studies of filled and unfilled pauses focus on those pauses as 
probably being unintentional, others suggest that “um” and “uh” could be intentional, 
initiating a delay in speaking (Clark and Fox Tree, 2002, though see Corley and Stewart, 
2008 for an opposing view).  It is these studies that are likely more relevant to the study 
of pauses online, as these pauses (particularly filled pauses) are likely to be intentional. 
 The types of online forms that correspond most closely with conveying traditional 
vocalic cues are every type except emoticons.  This includes the specially-marked cues 
that can encode action and facial expression as well as vocalic cues, but it also includes 
traditional print devices
7
 such as the use of italics, capital letters, or boldface, 
onomatopoeic transcription of filler sounds such as ‘ah’, ‘um’, or ‘er’, and some internet 
abbreviations such as ‘LOL’.   
Considering how many different online forms there are to express vocalic cues of 
some kind, it is surprising how little research has mentioned these forms at all, let alone 
focused on them.  Occasional studies, such as Danet et al, 1997, mention typing in all 
uppercase as equivalent to shouting, and Blakeman’s 2004 dissertation also briefly 
                                                
7
 How closely traditional print, text, or literary devices correspond to vocalic counterparts is unclear and 
may remain so.  It is possible that the use of these markings online is to convey stress or emphasis as a 
more abstract idea rather than a specific vocalic cue or set of cues.  By the same token, a study examining 
how the same speaker uses print devices online and stress or emphasis online could provide some insight 
into the use and realization of stress, which is known to be a tricky subject. 
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discussed reduplication as equivalent to “drawn out speech” (39), other vocalic cues such 
as ‘ssh’ and ‘hee hee’, and the use of ellipses and hyphens to indicate pauses, though he 
did not go into much depth as to how these online forms relate to face-to-face 
conversation.  One other study of online conversation included silence (Zitzen and Stein, 
2004), comparing it to silence in face-to-face conversation, though the eventual analysis 
stated only that silence is “more complicated” (Zitzen and Stein, 2004: 1000) online and 
not as “hurtful” (ibid.). 
Vocalic cues online are mostly, however, only mentioned in passing, usually as 
part of a long list of online forms that are not studied in depth.  Lewin and Donner’s 2002 
study of frequency of online forms probably includes some vocalic cues, but the authors 
never provide a complete listing of the forms they tabulated, so there is some question as 
to how many vocalic cues were included.   
 
2.3  Action cues 
 This third area I wish to examine is not found in the literature on face-to-face 
nonverbal communication, and for good reason: actions that take place during a 
conversation (such as stubbing one’s toe or putting a book away on a shelf) may have 
little to no communicative function, or at least no function beyond being part of the 
environment or demonstrating that an interlocutor’s attention is divided.  It is also 
possible that actions may be so situationally-based that to study them directly would 
prove extremely difficult. 
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 One might ask, then, why I am including actions that do not fall under the heading 
of kinesics in this report, and there is a very simple answer: though these actions may not 
be a form of communication in face-to-face interactions, they are encoded in online 
conversations using the same marking systems as those used for kinesic and some vocalic 
cues.  Because these actions are specifically encoded into text and marked off in the same 
way as body language, they may serve a similar function to the forms mentioned above.  
Even if their function is significantly different from more traditional kinesic and vocalic 
cues, the fact that they appear in the same marking systems makes it seem prudent to 
include them in this study. 
 The action cues under consideration here fall within the “specially-marked cues” 
group of internet forms.  As mentioned above, these forms can convey facial expressions 
such as grinning or glaring or vocalic cues such as snickering or growling, but while there 
are sometimes similar forms of other types (the emoticon ‘:)’, for example) for these 
kinesic and vocalic cues, actions have only been found in these types of online forms. 
 There are a few different systems for marking these cues (described above; these 
forms include the double colon, the asterisk, and the bare form), but all of them can be 
used to mark actions of any kind that the speaker wishes to convey.  For example, if the 
speaker wishes to convey a simple gesture, such as waving, he or she may type 
‘*waves*’ or ‘::waves::’.  However, unlike other forms, which are used often and may be 
conventionalized to some extent, these systems seem to allow for productive creation of 
action cues: a speaker may not only wave, he or she may use these systems to run into a 
lake, set the other speaker on fire, or dance around his or her room singing.  Of particular 
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note is that though it is possible that many of the more conventional online forms might 
refer to an actual action taking place (it is possible, though maybe unlikely, that when a 
speaker types ‘LOL’, he or she is literally laughing out loud while typing), these action 
cues can refer to actions that clearly cannot take place while the speaker is typing (for 
example, skipping merrily around a room) or that might not be able to take place at all 
(e.g. curling up in a ball with his/her nose under his/her tail).   
A possible way to approach these action cues might be to consider them 
movements of a virtual persona, similar to a character in an online game (indeed, it seems 
likely that many of these marking systems evolved from various online gaming systems), 
and, given that these actions are marked exactly like other actions more traditionally 
covered under the umbrella of nonverbal behavior (such as smiling or grumbling), this 
virtual persona might also be a useful way of approaching the other nonverbal behavior 
outlined above.   
 Unfortunately, though there are some older studies that examined the online 
games that used similar action systems to those found today in other contexts online, 
studies of these cues as they are now are close to nonexistent and do not appear as the 
sole focus of studies.  Some studies mentioned above include these types of action cues 
(such as Danet et al, 1997; Stevenson, 2000; and Utz, 2000), but the interesting variation 
on these cues and how they do or do not relate to nonverbal behavior has not been 
extensively explored. 
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2.4  Possible impacts 
 One question that might be asked at this point is why, exactly, studying the links 
between traditional nonverbal communication literature and computer-mediated 
communication is important and how knowledge of such a correlation will improve and 
enrich our current knowledge.  This is an important question that I will address in pieces: 
how studies in this area will benefit other work into computer-mediated communication, 
how they will benefit linguistics as a whole, and more general benefits to knowledge and 
online communities. 
 The most obvious benefits of comparing nonverbal communication and online 
forms are those to the study of computer-mediated communication.  First, nonverbal 
communication provides a good, solid grounding in linguistic and related fields, giving 
studies of online forms a strong place to start.  In addition, given how similar these online 
forms appear to be to text versions and names of various nonverbal behaviors, it is likely 
that nonverbal behavioral studies will, in fact, help to explain (or begin to explain) much 
of these online forms.  In a more sociolinguistic direction, relating nonverbal 
communication literature to computer-mediated communication also links this area to 
studies of identity (shown in online discourse in everything from screennames and 
personal pictures to word choice), as well as language variation (where the choice of 
different forms of action cues, internet abbreviations, and other online forms might now 
or someday constitute a kind of online dialect), language socialization (as “newbies” or 
users new to an online community of some kind slowly learn what online forms are used 
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by that community through discourse with more experienced members of the community), 
and other sociolinguistic concerns. 
 There are other linguistic benefits from studying these topics.  One obvious result 
is a better understanding of the forms that are used online – what forms are possible and, 
perhaps someday, why certain structures (such as using the third person in action cues) 
are used and not others.  In addition, as these forms begin to make their way back into 
language that is not used online (e.g. the use of emoticons in advertisements, internet 
abbreviations in newspaper articles, or even action cues in face-to-face conversation), 
knowing how they were used and what was possible in their “original” context online 
helps us to think about how they are being used in their newer, wider contexts. 
 Finally, there are some more general benefits to studying online forms from a 
nonverbal communication viewpoint.  One of these benefits is that such a study should 
back-inform on nonverbal communication.  For example, there is still some question as to 
how conscious people are of their own facial expressions and those of others.  Seeing 
what facial expressions are encoded as online forms helps to address this issue, as those 
expressions that are encoded into an instant message conversation are likely to be salient 
to the interlocutors.  The same goes for other nonverbal behaviors – vocalic cues such as 
snorting or growling are probably quite salient and at least occasionally produced and 
understood quite consciously considering the frequency with which they are produced 
and understood in online conversations, however subtle shifts in posture and stance might 
not be quite so salient to the participants in a conversation, as these cues are never 
deliberately encoded online (another, related question pertains to how important these 
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cues might actually be to face-to-face communication if stable friendships and 
communities can be built online without use of these and many other subtle nonverbal 
cues).  Lastly, studies of these online forms and the roles they fill with respect to online 
friendships, communities, and communication more generally help to confirm the 
importance of these online forms of socialization, legitimizing an activity that has 
become an important part of many people’s social lives, but which is still considered by 
many to be silly or shallow. 
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3. Conclusion 
3.1  Gaps in the literature 
Though all these forms exist online (and often they exist in many different kinds 
of online interaction and show up with high frequency), as we have seen only a few have 
been studied, and many of them have not even been mentioned in the literature, let alone 
investigated.  Online forms with influence from traditional print media could be said to 
be more closely related to their print counterparts, in which case there is literature on 
those cues, though there are very few studies that examine how these systems are used 
online. 
 Emoticons and internet abbreviations (though particularly emoticons), possibly 
because they spread quickly and are highly salient internet forms, have received quite a 
bit of attention, though there are systems of emoticons other than those in common use 
that have not received attention.  Onomatopoeic forms have also appeared in the literature 
in passing (in studies of online play, for example), but have not been studied online in 
their own right. 
Unfortunately, the specially-marked action cues that have been discussed here do 
not tend to appear in the literature.  Occasionally they will be mentioned because they 
show up in online chat or instant message data that is being used for some other purpose, 
but an actual study into these cues, particularly the different ways they are marked, how 
people learn these marking systems, and what kinds of social information these cues 
convey, remains elusive.  
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 Investigations into these different internet forms should begin to unravel how 
these forms are used and, possibly, the complex ways in which nonverbal behaviors are 
encoded online, but as of yet there have been far too few studies to even scratch the 
surface of these problems. 
 At the same time, there are other areas of literature and theories of traditional 
nonverbal behavior that might have online correlates in one form or another, but which 
have not been treated here.  Touch, for example, is an important part of nonverbal 
communication, yet it seems to be completely absent in online communication.  However, 
some kinds of touching behavior can be (and sometimes are) specifically encoded, often 
using one of the special action cue systems mentioned above (for example, ‘::pokes::’ to 
poke someone, or ‘/me hugs’ to hug an interlocutor).  Though this is not exactly physical 
touch per se, it would be interesting to see if any of the effects (physiological, emotional, 
communicational, or otherwise) of physical touch extend to virtual touching.  Studies of 
environment and physical characteristics might also be extended to aspects of online 
communication (user interface of the program and icon/avatar/screenname, respectively), 
though I hesitate to suggest that studies of space and distance might find an online 
correlate.   
 
3.2  Possible studies to address gaps in the literature 
In examining the most obvious gaps in the literature on computer-mediated 
communication, particularly with regards to the action cues and other forms discussed 
here, a few possible studies that would help to address these gaps become clear.   
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1. Considering how little has been done in general in this area, a good study to begin 
to address the gaps in the literature on these forms would be to actually catalog and 
describe the forms themselves.  There is an incredible variety of forms online, but, as 
mentioned above, current studies have barely scratched the surface.  A descriptive study 
that details what is out there (at least what is common), what communities and activities 
online tend to include which online forms, as well as the basics of how the forms are used 
and what they might mean to others online would be invaluable as a starting place for 
other, deeper studies into these forms and how they might do social work.  There is at 
least one major difficulty with this study (besides the enormous amount of data that 
would have to be collected and sifted through), and that is the possibility that these forms 
might be so transient, so in flux, that online speakers cannot agree on what forms are used 
and what any one form might mean (I actually ran into this problem when conducting a 
small study into these forms two years ago – none of my informants could agree on what 
variations in different action markers meant).  However, given that internet forms seem to 
spread and change rapidly, this uncertainty might have to be ignored in the interest of 
creating a useful description for use as soon as possible. 
2. An even more interesting and helpful study would be one which directly 
addresses how face-to-face nonverbal behavior and online forms that resemble that 
nonverbal behavior relate.  This type of study would need to be somewhat ethnographic 
in nature and would follow a few informants as they conversed with friends that they 
know and interact with both online and face-to-face.  By videotaping face-to-face 
interactions and comparing the nonverbal behavior found there with the online forms
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used when the same two people communicate online (probably in an instant message 
conversation), such a study might begin to see how these different contexts might 
correlate.  This study would require a great deal of time and would result in an enormous 
amount of data to sift through, but the benefits to the budding area of computer-mediated 
communication (as well as the benefits to traditional research in nonverbal 
communication) would be immense as well. 
 There is, currently, one study that begins to approximate the study proposed here.  
Walter, Loh, and Granka’s 2005 study of affect and affinity in face-to-face and computer-
mediated communication does compare face-to-face nonverbal behavior and cues given 
online, but not in the manner proposed here.  In the study, dyads were randomly assigned 
to either a face-to-face or computer-mediated context (as opposed to examining the same 
dyad in both situations), were given topics to discuss (as opposed to simply filming 
everyday conversations and using daily instant message logs), and were told to either 
express affinity and disaffinity.  While these experimental constraints would produce 
clearer results and would more directly address the researchers’ questions, the 
experimental manipulations mean that the speech obtained was not entirely natural and 
was not as applicable to a variety of daily situations as results from a more ethnographic 
approach might be.  
In the end, online linguistics is a quickly growing field that will lead to many 
interesting discoveries about language and how it is used in relationships and 
communities, but the field is still in its infancy.  The most obvious sign of this is that 
there are very few studies that delve into the myriad forms that are specific to online 
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conversation and other online contexts, and those that do do not go beyond listing forms 
to tackle what they might mean or how they might be used to communicate.  Using more 
traditional theories and studies in the field of nonverbal communication could provide a 
good starting point for a more in-depth examination of these forms by showing us how 
forms correlate to face-to-face conversation as well as pointing out what parts of online 
conversation are, for the most part, new. 
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